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Violin Memory® 7300 Flash Storage Platform™ Supports Multiple Primary Storage Workloads Web server, SQL Server OLTP, Exchange Jetstress, and SharePoint Workloads Can Run Simultaneously on One Violin Memory 7300 FSP Evaluation report sponsored by Violin Memory



Introduction Today’s datacenter is responsible for delivering multiple application services. In a typical datacenter, all-flash arrays (AFAs) are often deployed for one or two workloads. While allflash storage arrays like the Violin Memory 7300 Flash Storage Platform may provide a large number of I/O operations per second (IOPS) to the datacenter, customers have been reluctant to stress these devices because the IOPS numbers quoted on product datasheets are not representative of how real-world workloads behave. In many cases, the real-world workloads involve larger block sizes than the 4K block sizes typically used to obtain the datasheet IOPS numbers, and often these workloads vary the block size as the work progresses. These real-world workloads have variable and sometimes unpredictable effects on the storage array as compared to synthetic workloads. Violin Memory commissioned Demartek to test the Violin Memory 7300 FSP by running four workloads against it at the same time. Demartek ran web servers, Microsoft SQL Server (MSSQL) OLTP, Microsoft Exchange Jetstress, and Microsoft SharePoint on the storage volumes provided by the Violin Memory 7300 FSP. The flash in the Violin Memory 7300 FSP takes the form of the Violin Intelligent Memory Module (VIMM), a key component of the Flash Fabric Architecture™ that is designed to perform more work in parallel than a storage array built around the typical SSD form factor. This parallelism helps make Violin Memory storage systems capable of supporting multiple concurrent workloads.



Key Findings  In our tests, the combination of real-world workloads achieved approximately 300,000 IOPS consisting of larger application I/O block sizes, mostly ranging from 8K bytes to 64K bytes, and that some of the application servers were saturated by their workloads. As a check, we also performed a synthetic 4K block size read-only Iometer test with the same storage configuration and achieved close to one million IOPS with the synthetic workload.
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 We observed latencies in the low hundreds of microseconds at the storage system while all four workloads were running. Latencies observed at the host VMs routinely spiked slightly higher than 1 ms, however, overall latencies did not exceed 1.4 ms, showing that the Violin Memory 7300 FSP provided consistent performance without experiencing the increase in latency frequently observed with mixed workloads.  The Violin Memory 7300 FSP system can deliver sub-millisecond latencies in a mixed-workload environment. However, slightly higher latencies were observed at the host server, especially from within the virtual machines. We observed an additional 250µs to 600µs or more latency due to the storage area network (SAN) infrastructure, physical machine and virtual machine host software stacks. These additional latencies, independent of the storage system, emphasize the need for streamlined host I/O configurations and flat storage networks. As the workload levels increased, the observed latency also increased.  I/O profiles of the combined four real-world workloads were “messy” with variable read-write ratios and average block sizes ranging from 8K to 64K.  During the 4-workload test, the MSSQL OLTP contributed the largest proportion of the IOPS and throughput.
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Test Setup Servers and VMs Two identical servers (DMRTK-SRVR-M and DRMTK-SRVR-N) were used for the host application workloads:  Supermicro X9DRE-TF+/X9DR7-TF+ motherboards  2x Intel® Xeon® E5-2690 v2, 3.00 GHz, 20 total cores, 40 total threads  256 GB RAM  Windows Server 2012 R2 with Hyper-V Workload generating VMs were evenly distributed between the hypervisor servers. The first server hosted an MSSQL OLTP VM and a SharePoint VM. The second server hosted four web server VMs, one MSSQL OLTP VM, and one Exchange Server Jetstress VM. All guest operating systems (OS) used Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2. Thirty-six (36) LUNs were configured on the Violin Memory 7300 FSP for use by the four workloads.



A single Fibre Channel switch was used for these tests. The best practice in a production datacenter would be to use redundant Fibre Channel switches. Default round robin MPIO settings were used on all FC adapters. © 2015 Demartek®  www.demartek.com  Email: [email protected]
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 The four IIS web server VMs were deployed with memory limited to 460 MB each to encourage more I/O to the LUNs instead of the server’s cache. The web servers each had access to 20 processor cores, and each had different IPs but identical webpages.  The two MSSQL OLTP VMs were both allocated 32 GB of memory and 20 processor cores, but MSSQL was limited to 8 GB memory to encourage more I/O.  The Exchange VM had access to 8 GB of memory and 4 processor cores.  The SharePoint VM had access to 32 GB of memory and 20 processor cores.



Pass-Through vs. NPIV In preliminary tests, the LUNs were passed through to the workload generator VMs. When passed through, the hypervisor could collect metrics on the LUNs that could be more reliable than those collected at the VM due to issues that sometimes happen with VM clocks. LUN performance metrics were collected from the hypervisor and from the VM. These two sets of collected metrics were equivalent except for queue length and © 2015 Demartek®  www.demartek.com  Email: [email protected]
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latency. The VMs recorded higher latencies and queue depths than the hypervisor, as the IOPS approached 100K. Hyper-V pass-through was suspected of causing the bottleneck, so the VMs were reconfigured to use N-Port ID Virtualization (NPIV). A maximum of four Fibre Channel (FC) adapters are allowed per VM in Hyper-V, so the hypervisor’s physical FC ports were split evenly between 4 Virtual SANs, and each VM’s FC adapter was connected to a different Virtual SAN. When the VMs used NPIV to access the Violin Memory 7300 FSP LUNs, the latencies and queue depths observed in the VMs came in line with what had been seen previously from the hypervisor. The use of NPIV means that the hypervisor is removed from the I/O path on those ports, which improves performance at the VM, but also means that the hypervisor cannot measure the performance on those ports.



Workloads Prior to running the 4-workload test, we performed a coordinated synthetic Iometer workload run using all VMs against all available logical drives mapped to each VM using a 4K block size read-only synthetic workload. Each VM in turn ran against the storage LUNs mapped to it for five minutes. At the end, all VMs ran against all LUNs. The VMs used were optimized for their real-world workloads, not for synthetic workloads. Consequently, this synthetic test was not an optimal way to measure the full capability of the Violin Memory system but rather to validate the test setup. After the Iometer test, the 4-workload test was run for one hour, starting with the web server workload and adding new workloads incrementally every 15 minutes:  00:00 – Web server (four instances): NeoLoad traffic generator started  15:00 – SQL Server OLTP (two instances): OLTP transaction generator started  30:00 – Exchange Server Jetstress started.  45:00 – Microsoft SharePoint/NeoLoad traffic generator started.  60:00 – Test Completion. In order to test the web server and SharePoint workloads, Neotys NeoLoad 5.0.4 was installed on the DMRTK-SRVR-M hypervisor. Each of the four web servers was assigned ten users to connect to it and download random webpages and images. Ten virtual users were also created to connect to SharePoint. The SharePoint users would login to SharePoint to change display themes, browse the data store, and download or upload working files. The SharePoint virtual user was programmed to run more slowly than the web server users in order to mimic a SharePoint user accessing a version controlled
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document and then working on the document rather than continuing to access more of the SharePoint database. The MSSQL OLTP VMs each had their own transactional database and each VM had 540 users executing transactions against their database. The Exchange VM used Jetstress to execute a workload against 6x500 Mailbox Exchange Databases with a Mailbox Quota of 2000 and a Mailbox IOPS of 0.2.



Even Distribution Across Controllers The Violin Memory 7300 FSP sets up each controller to have separate pools from which to allocate LUNs. In order to make sure that each workload was exercising both controllers, data was spread between two controllers using two methods: For the following:  SQL OLTP databases  SQL tempdb databases  Exchange Database and Logs  SharePoint Database and Logs Two LUNs, one from each controller, were obtained and separately formatted into two separate logical drives. The data was split into separate files and these files were evenly split between the two logical drives. For the following:  Web server data  SQL tempdb logs  SQL OLTP logs  Hypervisor LUNs where the VMs were deployed. Two LUNs, one from each controller, were striped in the OS to obtain one logical drive on which to put the data.
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Results IOPS - Iometer Test vs Real World Workload



The Synthetic Iometer test on the left side of the graph can be compared to the real-world tests on the right side of the graph. The Iometer test is represented on the graph as follows from left to right:



Test Phase



Graph



Commentary



1) Exchange VM



The leftmost purple bar



Almost 400,000 IOPS from one VM running against multiple LUNs



2) SQL 1 VM



The yellow/orange/brown bar



Almost 700,000 IOPS from one VM running against multiple LUNs



3) SharePoint VM



The grey bar



Approx. 550,000 IOPS from one VM running against multiple LUNs



4) SQL 2 VM



The pink/red/rust bar



Approx. 550,000 IOPS from one VM running against multiple LUNs
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5) Web server 1 VM



The blue bar



Over 100,000 IOPS, all from running against a single logical drive.



6) Web server 2 VM



The teal bar



Over 100,000 IOPS, all from running against a single logical drive.



7) Web server 3 VM



The bright green bar



Over 100,000 IOPS, all from running against a single logical drive.



8) Web server 4 VM



The green/yellow bar



Over 100,000 IOPS, all from running against a single logical drive.



9) All 8 VMs running concurrently



The tall multicolor bar



Almost 1,000,000 IOPS without tuning/optimizing the workload.



The Iometer test shows that some VMs were capable of generating more IOPS than others. Part of this difference is due to some VMs having access to more memory or processor than others whose memory was hobbled in order to drive more I/O to LUNs when operating their real-world workload. More importantly, some VMs had only one logical drive to work against while multiple logical drives would be a more optimal configuration for the Iometer synthetic workload tests. This can be seen when viewing the web server tests. It should be noted that any limitation in IOPS for the individual webservers is a product of the Windows operating system and setup, not a limitation of the storage system. This is because we attempted to use a typical configuration and then maximize the IOPS of that configuration. The Webserver test did not involve any e-commerce, post, database accesses, or the like. The webserver test was a read only test that brought up webpages containing text and pictures. While not optimal, using a single logical drive for the webserver data is a typical minimal IIS configuration and appropriate for a simple webserver. In order to make sure that both storage pools were utilized, that logical drive is comprised of two LUNs, one from each storage pool. Also, while again not an optimal configuration, in order to maximize IOPS and simulate a larger webserver, webserver VM memory was limited in order to limit caching of webpages in webserver memory and push more I/O to the storage. A good balance between OS memory requirements and limiting webserver caching was easier to achieve on a simple webserver. In order to scale up the webserver workload, multiple webserver VMs were deployed in lieu of making one big webserver. The web server tests are represented by bars of a single color because the Iometer was running against only a single logical drive. The other tests are represented by multicolored bars, each color representative of I/O from a different logical drive. It can be observed that a single logical drive worth of IOPS, represented as a single-color from a
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multi-color band, is similar in size to the single logical bar of I/O generated by the web server VMs. The Iometer test was performed to test our setup and make sure it was capable of generating a satisfactory amount of I/O. The test verified that each VM was capable of generating more IOPS than was necessary to support the real-world workload that was to be run on it. For example, when comparing the height of the blue/green of the web servers in the synthetic test to the thin sliver of blue/green of the web servers seen at the base the multi-workload test graph (on page 7), we can verify that our test setup and Violin Memory 7300 FSP is capable of more IOPS than the real-world workload is generating. Our setup is sufficient and not hindering performance. No reconfiguration of the VMs or servers was done between the synthetic and real-world tests, so we can also conclude that the real-world workload is creating performance constraints that are not present for a simple synthetic small block size test. Similar comparisons can be made between the synthetic and real-world contributions of the SQL OLTP, Exchange, and SharePoint VM LUNs. In addition, when all VMs were running Iometer at the same time, almost one million IOPS were generated on the Violin Memory system, showing the test setup and system is capable of sustaining an IOPS level well above what the real-world tests generate.
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Each workload has a peak IOPS that it generated due to read-write ratios, block sizes, number of data LUNs, effects of caching in memory, and likely other factors that we have not considered. That IOPS number did not come near the totals generated by the 4K readonly synthetic tests, and proved that more IOPS are not necessary to support a single realworld workload that has IOPS-limiting factors inherent to the workload itself. Rather, the value of having a high number of IOPS is the ability to support multiple different realworld workloads on a single all-flash storage array. Hence, a high number of IOPS proffers greater levels of consolidation across the datacenter. An example of this is the SQL OLTP workload. This workload was responsible for the majority of the IOPS on the system during the real-world tests. As we will see, the typical block-sizes for SQL OLTP are the smallest – the closest to the 4K read-only size used by the synthetic test that achieved close to one million IOPS. Additionally, the SQL OLTP test was over 97% read, which is close to the 100% read used by the synthetic Iometer test. It is not a coincidence that the real-world workload whose I/O profile is closest to the synthetic 4K read-only I/O profile produced the most IOPS. It may be that the greater difference there was between a workload I/O profile and the synthetic I/O profile, the more the workload limited IOPS.
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Real-World I/O characteristics The 4-workload test I/O was a messy mix of various block sizes and a combination of read/write accesses, as opposed to the 4K read-only workloads typically used to generate large numbers of IOPS on flash systems.



There are a few interesting things to note on the graph above. We can see that even without the SharePoint workload running, the SharePoint VM in the ready idle state issued large block writes at five-minute intervals. The actual number of writes was small, varying between 15 and 25 writes in all but one instance. The block sizes for these writes ranged between 24,914 bytes and 154,828 bytes, with an average of 111,562 bytes. Crawling was turned off during this time, and no reads were observed, so this is most likely due to logging or keep-alive activity. Once SharePoint traffic generation started, read accesses were seen and the write accesses changed in character. Another interesting block size is shown when Exchange Jetstress began. The Jetstress VM had reads of 222,788 bytes in the less than one minute it took to prepare for testing. After this, the I/O sizes were very regular. We observed a similar spike with the start of the SQL Server workloads. © 2015 Demartek®  www.demartek.com  Email: [email protected]
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Also of note is the short ramp-up period where the web server workload block sizes were slightly lower than they were during the rest of the test. Ignoring spikes, we can approximate the I/O profile for each workload once it had finished ramping-up:  Web server: 20KB reads, 100% read, contributed 1.61% of workload IOPS  SQL OLTP: 8KB reads, 8KB writes, 97% read, contributed 95.66% of workload IOPS  Exchange: 32.5K writes, 35K reads, 53% read, contributed 2.18% of workload IOPS  SharePoint: 32K and 64K reads, large writes, writes exceed reads by a factor greater than 100, contributed almost nothing to workload IOPS. Our four workloads combined were an average of 96% read, 9K block size. None of these workloads generated an I/O profile the same as the 4K read-only synthetic workload, which highlights the difference between real-world workloads and synthetic ones.
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Real-World I/O Throughput Although the larger block-size workloads did not contribute much to the overall IOPS of these tests, they produced a larger throughput for their small number of IOPS.



The Exchange workload in particular produced a large ribbon of throughput at the top of the graph and contributed a more significant portion to the overall bandwidth than the overall IOPS. The SharePoint workload was small enough overall that it did make a significant impact on the system throughput, despite the large block size of the SharePoint I/O. The SharePoint workload was programmed with more sparse server accesses to mimic downloading and then working on a downloaded document. This programming contributed to the negligible throughput generated by SharePoint. It is interesting to note that despite the smaller block sizes, the OLTP workload still dominated the throughput. Overall, each workload contributed to the throughput as follows:  Web server: 3.26% of throughput  SQL OLTP: 80.03% of throughput  Exchange: 16.71% of throughput  SharePoint: negligible percent of throughput.
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Real-World I/O Latencies Latencies were measured at the host VMs and at the storage. All host metrics were taken using Perfmon, and the storage metrics were taken using Violin Memory’s Symphony™ management software that includes the ability to export performance data to a CSV or PDF file. The latencies were not available to be measured at the hypervisor due to the use of NPIV. The latencies measured at the storage were lower than those measured at the VM due to the impact of the SAN infrastructure and the host software stacks.



Latency Representation



We can see that the difference between latency measured at the storage and latency measured at the VM host started at around 250µs with the web server test and jumps up
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to around half a millisecond minimum as the MSSQL OLTP workload started. Both latency at the storage and latency at the VM host increased as each workload was added. All workload latencies were less than 1 ms as measured by the storage system. Single workload latencies were below 1 ms at the host VM also. Latencies up to 1.2 to 1.4 ms at the host VM were seen when multiple workloads of different types were added.
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Summary and Conclusion It is not enough to say that an all-flash array can deliver sub-millisecond latencies and one million or more IOPS for a single, synthetic, read only 4K block size workload. Multiple real-world workloads, with “messy” I/O profiles that include broad ranges of block sizes, varying read/write ratios, and non-uniform I/O patterns will really show the mettle of a storage array. Our testing shows that deploying flash for primary storage, supporting multiple mixed workloads on a single array is not just theoretically possible, but a viable option for enterprise data centers. Effective storage solutions for the enterprise data center require predictable performance that delivers consistent results as storage needs grow over time. Unleashing the full potential of flash to meet these needs requires storage solutions to achieve the highest level of integration and optimization to maximize the value and flexibility of customer’s investments in flash storage solutions. The Violin Memory 7300 FSP sustained sub-millisecond performance at the storage array while supporting four different real-world workloads. Instead of purchasing multiple storage arrays, one for each type of workload running in a datacenter, a single Violin Memory 7300 FSP could be purchased instead to do the work of four storage arrays.



The most current version of this report is available at http://www.demartek.com/Demartek_Violin_Memory_7300_FSP_Multiple_Workloads_Evaluation_201509.html on the Demartek website. Intel and Xeon are registered trademarks of Intel Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. Microsoft, SharePoint and Windows are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. Violin Memory is a registered trademark and Flash Fabric Architecture, Flash Storage Platform and Symphony are trademarks of Violin Memory, Inc. Demartek is a registered trademark of Demartek, LLC. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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